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Since the very beginning of the company, for a full 15 years, we have been working 
on the development of patents and technologies and creating products of the 
highest  quality that meet the strictestworld, medical *standards. We could 
summarise our business philosophy in five short words: always be one step ahead.

Contemporary developments, the need for maximum hygienic protection and the 
instructions of world and domestic health organizations were the needed incentive 
to once again make a step forward and develop a new product - the innovative 
Just breathe face mask. Created to be your daily hygiene aid, it meets the highest 
standards of safety and comfort, it comes in several models and colors so that 
everyone can make his own choice.

For daily wear, for professionals as well as for children, these masks are intended 
for everyone. We are proud to present you another Neores innovation produced in 
Croatia!

* DIN EN ISO 13485 

ABOUT US
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THE IDEAL COMBINATION OF
INNOVATION AND DESIGN
MASK OF THE NEW AGE

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY 
State-of-the-art materials, 
laser cutting and ultrasonic 
welding make it a product of the 
new age

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT 
Extremely soft, light and 
breathable, so it won’t cause 
irritation even on sensitive skin.

THREE-LAYERED FILTER
Tested and certified according 
to current standards, providing 
maximum protection

INNOVATIVE NOSE CLIP
Innovative aluminum stabilizer 

for perfect adhesion of the 
mask to the nose. Prevents 

fogging of glasses.

 ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
Designed with special care so 

you can find one that will fit 
your style.

MULTIPLE USE
For repeated use up to 

visible damage or irreversible 
contamination. Wash 30°C and 

dry quickly.

VIDEO

http://neores.hr
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CERTIFIED MATERIALS
The Just breathe adult face mask comes in one size that is easy to adjust and thus suits everyone. Both the mask and the filter 
itself are made from top quality materials. The provided highest level of protection and comfort is confirmed by world - renowned 
certificates.

EXTRA COMFORT
Ensures excellent comfort 
and perfect shape

NO PILLING
Guarantees no
pilling effect

QUICK DRYING
Dries twice as fast
as similar materials

BODY MOISTURE SYSTEM
With more freshness,
it ensures your skin to 
breathe

WRINKLE FREE
Reduced creasing
and wrinkle formation

EASY CARE
Requires minimal 
maintenance effor

EXTRA FINE
Superior softness,
no visible fibers

SUN-BLOCK
Provides UV protection 
(UPF 50+)

SENSITIVECOSYSTEM® 

Reaffirms our commitment 
to environmental 
sustainability and the 
environment it self

Oeko-tex 100 STANDARD
by OEKO-TEX® 

The world’s most famous standard for 
textile products. It guarantees safety and 
quality and is a professional confirmation 
that the textile product does not contain 

harmful ingredients.
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All our Just breathe mask models contain a specific filter consisting of three 
layers to safely stop harmful substances.

HIGH EFFICIENCY
The filter efficiency is 96.14% *, meaning that the vast majority of particles are 
almost completely stopped and do not come into contact with your airways.

SEAMLESS TECHNOLOGY
The filter layers are laser cut and joined by ultrasonic welding technology. 
Created without seams and without additional drilling of layers to ensure 
maximum protection.

OFFICIAL CERTIFICATES
The materials that the filter is made of, have been certified ** and tested to 
ensure safety and protection at all times.

SIMPLE MAINTAINANCE
The entire Just breathe mask, including the filter, is easy to wash at a 
temperature of up to 30 ° C without fear of compromising the safety of the filter 
and loss of efficiency.

UNIQUE THREE-LAYERED FILTER 
FOR MAXIMUM PROTECTION

*Tested on aerosol flow of 1985ml/min and dust 
concentration of 6,74 mg/m3 at the exposure time 
of 6 hours
**Filter Certificates:
PN-91/Z-04030.05 Air purity protection
PN-EN 689:200 Workplace atmospheres
PN-Z-04008-7: 2002 + AZ1:2004 Air purity 
protection
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Outer layer
Non-woven material PP

Cotton layer
Single knit cotton

Inner protective layer 
Non-woven material PES

*Filter certificates: PN-91/Z-04030.05 Air purity protection, PN-EN 689:200 Workplace atmospheres, PN-Z-04008-7: 2002 + AZ1:2004 Air purity protection
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COMFORT
Just breathe model Comfort truly is universal and suits everyone - at 
any time and for any purpose. For everyday use but also for all types 
of professionals. It was created to provide comfort in the long run. 
Ear bands will not make you uncomfortable even when worn for a long 
period of time, and the aluminum insert will help keep the mask in place 
even when you are on the move. The filter is glued to the mask with a 
special technology, so in addition to the protective function, it makes 
this mask visually attractive.

It comes in several color combinations that you can easily match with 
your daily outfit or your professional clothes.

Art. br. 
100-20-720-036

Art. br. 
100-20-743-036

Art. br. 
100-20-036-079

Art. br. 
100-20-001S-287

http://neores.hr
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COLOR CHART
The models Comfort and Active come in five bacis colors and nine filter colors. Model Mono is available in Basic colours, while the Model for 
children comes in various colour combinations.

Article Nr. Basic colors Filter colors

100-20-                  036 - BLACK                  036 - SCHWARZ

                 743 - DARK BLUE                  743 -  DARK BLUE

                 720 - RED                  720 - RED

                 001S - WHITE                 200- YELLOW

                 079 - LIGHT GREY                 282 - GREEN

                 001S - WHITE

                 079 - LIGHT GREY

                 467  -  TURQOUISE

                 287 - LIGHT BLUE
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MONO

Just breathe model Mono was created for minimalists who believe less 
is more. By gluing the filter into the mask, we got a monochromatic 
version of the mask, simple and elegant, which will fit into all your 
clothing combinations, especially professional ones.

With comfortable ear bands and an aluminum insert that holds the 
mask in place and adjusts to your face, this is a simple mask that suits 
everyone.

Art. br. 
103-20-079

Art. br. 
103-20-036

Art. br. 
103-20-743

http://neores.hr
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ACTIVE
Just breathe model Active was created for people on the move as well as for 
those to whom the idea of   ear ties is simply not appealing. The Active model 
works perfectly without laces and is easy to pull over the face. During the 
activity, it also serves as protection from wind and other weather conditions.
The adjustable aluminum insert will adjust the mask to your face and keep it in 
place, whether you’re cycling or doing your daily outdoor workout.

Extremely soft and stretchy, with a certified protective filter, this mask is your 
reliable partner for all types of activities.

Art. br. 
101-20-036

Art. br. 
101-20-720-001S

Art. br. 
101-20-001S-079

Art. br. 
101-20-743-036

http://neores.hr
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Before using the mask,make sure 
you wash or  disinfect your hands.

Before applying the mask to the 
face, check for any damage or 
visible contamination.

When putting on the mask, avoid 
touching the filter and, in general, 
touching the mask from the 
outside.

Fix your mask well behind your ears 
(Comfort and Mono) or behind your 
neck (Active).

Press the nose clip to adjust to 
your face and thus prevent air from 
penetrating. Spread the fabric as 
much as possible to cover as much 
of the face as possible.

After using the mask, especially in 
case of contact with other people, 
wash the mask before the next 
wearing.

If there is visible damage or 
contamination, replace th
 mask with a new one.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Every responsible company takes care of the safety and protection 
of its employees as well as consumers, guests or visitors. If your 
job involves contact with people, we also present the possibility of 
custom-made masks.

By personalizing the mask, you will give your employees a sense 
of unity in the challenge they go through together. Visitors or 
customers will get a unified experience and see how you take care of 
every detail.

It is possible to apply the company or brand logo to each of the 
models, and you can choose colors of your choice that are in line with 
your visual identity. The logo can be applied on the side of the mask, 
aswell as on the filter itself, without compromising its effectiveness.

POSSIBLE 
PERSONALIZATION
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We want only the best for our children. 
Since Their skin is delicate, they don’t 
want to wear uncomfortable things. 
Unfortunately, masks as a hygienic aid 
have become a daily necessity, especially 
when it comes to going to school.

That’s the reason we ‘ve developed 
masks for children that come in two 
sizes. For children from 4 to 7 and for 
children from 7 to 14 years of age. 

Their quality and characteristics are 
identical to adult masks, they are made 
of certified materials and a high-quality 
protective filter. Soft and gentle, they do 
not cause friction or discomfort, so even 
the smaller ones will easily get used to 
wearing the mask regularly throughout 
the day. Plus, they look great and are 
a real eye-catcher with their colorful 
combinations!

Art. br. 104-20-079-284

Art. br. 104-20-079-200

Masks are not intended for children under 4 years.
When used for children, it is important to secure the mask well.

FIRST MASKS MADE FOR CHILDREN



How to order Just breathe masks?

Distributor:

EURO ENERGO EKO d.o.o. 
Mihovljan 29, 49252 Mihovljan
Telefon • +385 (0)49 315 121

Email • info@euroenergoeko.hr

Production:

NEORES d.o.o.
Proizvodnja tekstilnih i medicinskih proizvoda

Tekstilna 1, 40315 Mursko Središće, Hrvatska

Telefon • +385 (0)40 543 492
Fax • +385 (0)40 543 490

Email • neores@neores.hr

For more information visit:
www.neores.hr

www.just-breathe.eu

mailto:info%40euroenergoeko.hr?subject=
mailto:neores%40neores.hr%20?subject=
http://www.neores.hr
http://www.just-breathe.eu

